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The ‘G’ in ESG: what
needs to be reported
on governance
April 28, 2021
In
2021
the
European
Commission will present two
intertwined legislative proposals
aiming to foster integration of
sustainability in corporate strategies.
The first one, the reform of the EU
Non-Financial Reporting Directive
(NFRD), aims to ensure transparency
on
companies’
sustainability
performance to improve corporate
accountability
and
enable
sustainable finance (see our previous
article). The second one, the
sustainable corporate governance
initiative, will clarify corporate
obligations to identify, prevent and
mitigate severe human rights and
environmental impacts, and board
oversight over sustainability risks,
strategy and targets. Such a
combination of transparency and
governance incentives, together with
the push of responsible investors, will
reinforce the market pressure for
companies
to
elevate
the
considerationofsustainabilityamong
managerial and board priorities, while
granting companies considerable
flexibility in how they do this. EU
Commissioner for Justice Didier
Reynders explained the second
initiative to be launched this year,
during a recent event organised by
Frank Bold and CDSB, by stating:
“Environmental degradation and

climate change are creating risks to
businesses and their supply chains.
The
transition
creates
big
opportunities and companies that are
ahead in the game will benefit most.
We want to ensure that corporate
decision-making changes to a
sustainability mindset at all levels. “
Access to the right data is the key for
companies and their boards to
consider material sustainability risks
and opportunities in their strategic
decision-making, including those
linked to the transformation of the
European economy towards a lowcarbon model.

Gas majors halt
Myanmar projects
while Total stays put
April 27, 2021
Energy multinationals have
decided to halt natural gas
development projects in Myanmar
amid concerns that the junta is
deriving foreign currency from the
ventures. But France's Total is poised
to remain, arguing that the public
stands to lose from electricity
shortages. Malaysian oil major
Petronas announced early this month
that it would indefinitely suspend
production at the Yetagun gas field
off the southern coast of Myanmar. It

declared force majeure over "a
drastic decline in production level"
since January, with output "well
below the technical turndown rate,"
an executive said in a news release.
Petronas holds a 40.9% interest in
Yetagun. Interests of 19.3% each are
controlled by Thailand's state-backed
PTT Exploration and Production and
by a three-way joint venture of the
Japanese government, JX Nippon Oil
& Gas Exploration and trading house
Mitsubishi Corp. The remaining 20.5%
is owned by state-run Myanma Oil
and
Gas
Enterprise
(MOGE).
Australia's Woodside Petroleum,
which had been developing a new gas
field off the coast of Myanmar,
condemned human rights violations
in a statement on the "deeply
distressing" reports of violence
against participants in peaceful
protests. "We have reduced our
presence in country and full
demobilization of our offshore
exploration drilling team has been
completed," the company said in a
news release. "Woodside does not
have any producing assets in
Myanmar, nor do we currently
generate any revenue in Myanmar."
Woodside finished pulling relevant
staffers and machinery out of the
country in March, according to its
communications team. Woodside
won rights to develop a block through
a partnership with Total and a
Myanmar energy company. The
project would have involved billions
of dollars in spending.
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(UN) Collaborative
Partnership on
Forests calls for halt
to deforestation

Programme..

April 27, 2021
A group of 15 international
organizations working on forestry
today
issued
a
joint
statement highlighting the need to
halt the destruction of the world’s
forests.
The
Collaborative
Partnership on Forests (CPF)
comprises UN agencies including the
UN Environment Programme, the
Food and Agriculture Organization of
the United Nations (FAO), the UN
Development Programme, the World
Bank Group, and the four Rio
Conventions. In the joint statement
released on the sidelines of the
16th Session of the UN Forum on
Forests at UN Headquarters, the CPF
outlined the impacts of deforestation
as well as the opportunities and
actions required to reverse it.
"Forests are a source of sustainable
livelihoods, prosperity, and resilience,
and it is incumbent upon all of us in
the forest sector to work together to
halt deforestation and increase the
world’s forest area,” said Mette
Løyche Wilkie, Chair of the
Collaborative Partnership on Forests
and Director, Forestry Division, FAO.
“Today we affirm our collective
commitment to support the call of UN
Secretary-General António Guterres
to turn the tide on deforestation.”
Deforestation and forest degradation
continue at alarming rates, and are
increasing in Africa. Since 1990, an
estimated 420 million hectares of
forest has been lost through
deforestation globally, and 10 million
hectares continues to be lost each
year. Deforestation and other landuse activities meanwhile account for
11 percent of global greenhouse gas
emissions. "To deliver on the Paris
Agreement we must utilize the full
potential of forests,” said Susan
Gardner,
Director,
Ecosystems
Division
at
UN
Environment

I think about Aramco,” said Saleh Al
Omar, a Saudi retail investor who
bought shares of Saudi Aramco
during its initial public offering in
2019. He told Al-Monitor carbon
disclosures are “really not a factor”
for Saudis who invest in the local
stock
market.
Moreover,
the
government sponsoring the IPO had
convinced him that shares would be
“protected” from any significant
downtrend. Aramco’s disclosures
nonetheless exceed the standards for
regional and non-Western producers.

Are Gulf oil giants
ready to go green?
April 27, 2021
ExxonMobil appointed a climateminded activist investor to its board
of directors after investment firm
Engine No. 1 called on the American
oil and gas giant to overhaul its board
with expertise on climate change to
drive its industrial transformation.
The current business model is
exposed to “immense risk” in the
global realignment toward cleaner
energies, Engine No. 1 said. In
Europe, British oil and gas firm BP
aims to become an “integrated
energy company” and pledged to
reduce its oil and gas production by
over 40% by 2030. There has been no
such comparable trend in the Gulf.
Saudi Aramco, the region’s largest
state-owned oil company, did not
include emissions from many
refineries and petrochemical plants in
its self-reported carbon footprint,
misleading investors’ climate risk
assessments. Aramco is “one of the
few large, listed oil companies” that
does not disclose Scope 3 emissions
— produced when customers use its
fuels — which typically account for
“more than 80%” of oil companies’
totalemissions,"Bloombergreported.
The emission rates make Aramco a
world leader in carbon emissions.
Saudi Aramco did not respond to a
request for comment.. “I have no
regrets; it is a minor factor about how

RAN report finds $3.8
trillion in fossil fuel
financing by major
banks despite calls
for climate action
April 27, 2021
RAN report finds $3.8 trillion in
fossil fuel financing by major banks
despite calls for climate action In
March 2021, Rainforest Action
Network (RAN) published the Banking
on Climate Change 2021 report. The
report finds that 60 private-sector
banks have provided USD $3.8 trillion
for fossil fuel projects in the five
years since the Paris Climate
Agreement (2016-2020). The report
further notes that such financing
continues to increase despite calls
for banks to cut their fossil fuel
financing. This report is published
annually. Please see last year's story
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for previous responses, media
coverage and 2020 report. The
Business & Human Rights Resource
Centre invited the biggest financiers
of fossil fuel according to the report
to
respond.
Read
more
www.business-humanrights.org

what their concerns were. And we
discussed the challenges we had in
this extraordinary COVID-19 year.”
During 2020, CEO Charlie Scharf
received total compensation of $20.3
million, down from $23 million the
previous year, according to company
disclosures. Chief Financial Officer
Mike Santomassimo, who joined
Wells Fargo in the second half of the
year, received $11 million. Mary
Mack, the company’s CEO of
consumer
and
small-business
banking,
was
paid
total
compensation of $8.1 million, down
from $8.8 million a year earlier. Wells
Fargo’s net income was $3.3 billion in
2020, down from $19.5 billion the
year before. The company attributed
the weaker results partly to the
substantial compliance work it has
undertaken to resolve a series of
regulatory problems that grew out of
scandals prior to Scharf’s arrival.

what it called repeated violations of
internal policies. The National Labor
Relations Board has determined that
Amazon unlawfully retaliated against
a pair of its employees by firing them
after a vocal push for the technology
and retail giant to improve worker
conditions and do more to limit its
contributions to the climate crisis, the
New York Timesreported early
Monday."It's a moral victory and
really shows that we are on the right
side of history and the right side of
the law."—Maren Costa, fired A… Read
more ground.news

Wells Fargo faces
shareholder pushback
over executive pay
April 27, 2021
After a year in which Wells
Fargo’s
profits
fell
sharply,
shareholders are expressing greater
skepticism
about
the
large
compensation packages awarded to
CEO Charlie Scharf and other top
executives. At the bank’s annual
meeting Tuesday, a nonbinding vote
on executive pay was approved by
approximately 57% of shareholders,
according to preliminary results.
Shareholder support was down
substantially from last year, when an
advisory “say on pay” resolution
passed with 92.5% of the vote.
Chairman Charles Noski indicated
that the company’s board of directors
will take into consideration the
feedback it received when designing
future pay packages. “Obviously we
value the feedback of our investors,”
Noski said during the meeting. “We
engaged in a very significant fashion
with quite a number of our largest
shareholders to get their perspective
and understand as best we could

Banking on Climate
Change: Fossil Fuel
Finance Report 2021
April 26, 2021

Labor board finds
Amazon illegally fired
activist workers: NYT
April 26, 2021
The National Labor Relations
Board (NLRB) has determined
Amazon.com Inc illegally retaliated
against two of its most prominent
internal critics when it fired them last
year, the New York Times reported on
Monday. Last year, Amazon fired two
user experience designers, Maren
Costa and Emily Cunningham, for

"Banking on Climate Chaos:
Fossil Fuel Finance Report 2021", 23
March 2021 This report analyzes
fossil fuel financing from the world’s
60
largest
commercial
and
investment banks — aggregating
their leading roles in lending and
underwriting of debt and equity
issuances — and finds that these
banks poured a total of $3.8 trillion
into fossil fuels from 2016–2020.
Fossil fuel financing dropped 9% last
year, parallel to the global drop in
fossil fuel demand and production
due to the COVID-19 pandemic.And
yet 2020 levels remained higher than
in 2016, the year immediately
following the adoption of the Paris
Agreement. The overall fossil fuel
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financing trend of the last five years
is still heading definitively in the
wrong direction, reinforcing the need
for banks to establish policies that
lock in the fossil fuel financing
declines of 2020, lest they snap back
to business-as-usual in 2021... The
report also assesses bank financing
for and policies regarding top
companies in key fossil fuel sectors,
and details case studies where this
financing has resulted in harmful
impacts on communities around the
world... This year’s report also
assesses the current wave of bank
commitments to reduce their
financed emissions to “net zero by
2050,” as well as related policies like
measuring and disclosing financed
emissions, and emphasizes that no
bank making a climate commitment
for 2050 should be taken seriously
unless it also acts on fossil fuels in
2021.

moment – a horrible moment, in fact,
as documented in 8 minutes and 46
seconds of video of a black man
being lynched by a police officer,
Derek Chauvin. As we watched the
trial and waited as a nation to see if
there would be some justice in
George Floyd’s killing, the same white
men who enthusiastically gave their
employees a day off for Juneteenth
and shared selfies taking a knee are
now telling their shareholders they
shouldn’t be measured – let alone
held accountable – for improving
racial equity within their own
institutions. They were responding to
a proposal from CtW Investment
Group and the SEIU pension fund that
Bank of America, Wells Fargo,
Citigroup, JPMorgan Chase and
Goldman Sachs conduct third-party
racial equity audits of their
businesses. Despite the mixed
message here – “Black lives matter …
just not enough for systemic change
in banking” – this turnaround speaks
volumes about how the white men
leading the largest companies in
banking feel about race and how they
want to be held accountable. Here’s
the truth: What you don’t measure,
you can’t manage. Environmental,
sustainability and governance (ESG)
audits and diversity, equity and
inclusion (DEI) audits are strategic for
any company looking to make real
change on race and equity. Audits
help companies understand where
inefficiencies and deltas are in a
process.

Black Lives Matter to
Banks, But Not
Banking
April 26, 2021
(by Malia Lazu): Two weeks ago
five of the nation’s largest banks did
an about-face, asking shareholders to
vote against proposals calling for
third-party racial equity audits. Just a
year ago, the CEOs of these banking
giants were making big promises and
pledging to support greater racial
equity. They were responding to the

Toyota reviews

climate stance as big
investors turn up the
heat
April 26, 2021
Japan's Toyota Motor Corp
signaled a shift in its climate change
stance on Monday, saying it would
review its lobbying and be more
transparent on what steps it is taking
as it faces increased activist and
investor pressure. The carmaker
came under scrutiny after siding with
the Trump administration in 2019 in a
bid to bar the state of California from
setting its own fuel efficiency rules.
Toyota "will review public policy
engagement activities through our
company and industry associations
to confirm they are consistent with
the long-term goals of the Paris
Agreement," it said in a statement,
adding that actions will be
announced by the end of this year.
The automaker also said it will "strive
to provide more information so that
our stakeholders can understand our
effort to achieve carbon neutrality." A
company
spokeswoman,
who
confirmed that "public policy
engagement activities" includes
lobbying, was not able to respond
immediately to questions about
pressure from investors. Four funds
with about $235 billion in assets
under management are pressuring
Toyota before its annual shareholder
meeting in June to draw a line under
its lobbying against international
efforts to prevent catastrophic global
warming. "This move must not be a
PR exercise but instead signal a clear
end to its role in negative climate
lobbying which has given it a laggard
status," Jens Munch Holst, chief
executive officer of Danish pension
fund
AkademikerPension,
told
Reuters. AkademikerPension has
"escalated
via
intense
direct
engagement" with Toyota after a
decade of communicating with the
automaker through a third party,
Troels Børrild, spokesman at the
Danish fund, told Reuters.
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Plant-based food
industry fights EU
proposal to ban dairy
comparisons

EU member states and parliament,
who will discuss it this week along
with the Commission. If eventually
signed off, the law would be rolled
out across the bloc's 27 member
states. A Commission representative
confirmed that the amendment would
be discussed in negotiations this
week, but said it could not pre-empt
the outcome. CONSCIOUS CHOICE
Existing EU regulation prohibits plantbased products from being called
names like 'vegan yoghurt' or 'almond
milk', and representatives for Danone,
Nestle and Unilever told Reuters they
did not see a need for further
restrictions on labelling.

April 21, 2021
A new rule banning food
companies from comparing plantbased products to dairy in their
marketing could be agreed by
European Union negotiators this
week, despite protests from firms
including Danone, Nestle and
Unilever. Products like Nestle's
Nescafe Almond Latte, described on
the package as a 'delicious
alternative to dairy', or Danone's Alpro
'plant-basedalternativetoGreek-style
yogurt' would need new slogans,
lawyers said. Even the package
design of a soy drink resembling a
milk carton could be construed as an
'evocation' of milk products and thus
banned, they said. "It would be
almost impossible to communicate
about plant-based products," Siska
Pottie, head of the European Alliance
for Plant-Based Foods, told Reuters.
"Saying a product had half the carbon
emission of butter could be
forbidden. Even 'lactose-free' might
not be allowed... it's madness." The
draft legislation, Amendment 171,
gained the support of the European
parliament last October with 54% of
MEPS in favour, even in the same
voting round that overturned a
proposed EU ban on the term 'veggie
burger'. It now needs approval from

responsible for catastrophically
heating the planet are spending
millions on advertising campaigns
about how their business plans are
focused
on
sustainability,"
ClientEarth lawyer Johnny White said
in a statement. "Greenwashing is a
problem because it can mislead the
public about the true environmental
cost of persisting with fossil fuels
and twist wider public conversations
on the climate emergency that stymy
efforts to mitigate climate change,"
he added. ExxonMobil, Chevron, Shell,
Saudi Aramco, Total and Norwegian
state oil company Equinor are among
the biggest oil companies for which
ClientEarth has compiled dossiers
that compare their climate pledges to
their business practices. It said it is
considering options for legal action
against these companies. ClientEarth
commissioned investigative media
outlet
DeSmog
to
research
advertising by major oil companies. It
then compared claims made in ads to
information published in annual
reports, regulatory filings and on
company websites. The non-profit
contends that firms make claims of
"sustainability" while investing far
more into fossil fuel exploration than
into clean energy investments.

Oil company ads
should carry a climate
health warning, say
activists
April 21, 2021
A group of lawyers want oil
companies banned from advertising
on television and social media unless
they include "tobacco-style health
warnings" about the dangers fossil
fuels pose to the future of the planet.
In new research published Monday,
environmental
law
non-profit
ClientEarth accused some of the
world's biggest oil firms of
misrepresenting the role their
businesses play in the climate crisis
and overstating the speed at which
they are transitioning to clean energy
sources. "The companies most

New study finds
climate crisis
conflicts are
widespread at major
banks
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initiative in several major U.S. banks.
At a total of seven US banks’ general
meetings, the unions Change to Win
and Service Employees International
Union (SEIU) have put forward
proposals for so-called “racial equity
audits”.

April 20, 2021
A multitude of banks have
pledged to help fight climate change,
but new research has shone a light
on numerous climate-based conflicts
of interest many bank leaders have
that cast a shadow of doubt on their
pledges. A study conducted by
climate influence analysts for the
blog DeSmog found that 65 percent
of bank directors have ties to what
they termed climate conflicted
organizations. The ties range from
working with oil and gas companies,
to funding lobbying groups against
lowering fossil fuel pollution, to
holding advisory roles at mining and
manufacturing companies. America
is changing faster than ever! Add
Changing
America
to
your Facebook or Twitter feed to stay
on top of the news. “The fossil fuel
industry has a well-established track
record of ingratiating itself with
society’s opinion leaders and
decision makers,” Geoffrey Supran,
research associate in the Department
of the History of Science at Harvard
University, told Desmog. “Having its
fingers in all the pies allows the fossil
fuel industry to quietly put its thumb
on the scales of institutional decision
making, helping delay action and
protect the status quo,” he said. In
the United States, 17 percent of bank
directors were found to have ties to
think tanks and lobbying groups “that
had campaigned to weaken climate
change measures.” For example, six
directors of JP Morgan had such ties,
and the company has spent $317
billion funding fossil fuel sectors
since the Paris agreement came to
be. A specific group of banks have
come to the forefront recently for
offering billions of dollars in loans to
funding the renovation and addition
of the Line 3 pipeline, an oil sands
pipeline, in Minnesota.

Nordic Investors to
vote on systemic
racism in the US
April 20, 2021
Activist shareholders in the
largest US companies intend to make
435 ESG-related proposals at the
general meetings to be held in the
coming months. This is slightly less
than last year, but on the other hand,
the number of proposals to combat
systemic racism has increased
significantly. This is especially true in
the large American banks, where
Nordic institutional investors have
massive equity investments. The
American general meeting season
has begun, and in several places
active shareholders have made
proposals about the companies’
influence on systemic racism in the
United States. The proposals are
made, among other things, as a result
of the Black Lives Matter movement,
which has managed to put systemic
racism in the United States on the
agenda. This is now reflected in a
growing number of shareholder
proposals at the general meetings of
the largest US companies. The
racism debate plays a role in a
number of American companies,
which means that the vast majority of
Nordic institutional investors will be
confronted with the issues and must
actively take a stand on systemic
racism – and many other ESG-related
proposals. These proposals cover
several different aspects of systemic
racism. In addition, there is underrepresentation of coloured members
of the Executive Board and the Board
of Directors and the establishment of
a so-called ‘Racial Justice Scorecard’
in the companies. RACIAL EQUITY
AUDIT Most notable, however, is a
shareholder proposal for a brand new

Ethical investor
issues warning to
Alphabet over
whistleblowing
April 17, 2021
According the media Board
Agenda, Alphabet, the parent
company of Google, is under pressure
to
improve
whistleblowing
procedures in a move that heightens
publicity around the ethics of
artificial intelligence and the
treatment of workers. The tech giant
is in the crosshairs of Trillium, an
ethical investment house, which has
filed a shareholder resolution with
regulators calling on Alphabet to
trigger an independent review of its
whistleblowing policies. Trillium also
says a report should be made publicly
available after the review is finished.
Trillium says in its filing with the
SecuritiesandExchangeCommission
(SEC) that Alphabet “may face
business risks related to employee
morale and user trust related to
insufficient protection for employees
voicing ethical and human rights
concerns”. The resolution follows a
string of incidents related to
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Alphabet’s treatment of staff,
including allegations by the US
National Labor Relations Board that it
“illegally fired” employees over moves
to organise workers, and controversy
over the departure of Dr Timnit Gebru
in December last year who was the
joint head of Google’s ethical artificial
intelligence team. Gebru’s exit
prompted headlines around the
world. “These red flags suggest the
potential for culture, ethics and/or
human rights problems internally,”
says Trillium. Ethics and AI While the
resolution
will
make
for
uncomfortable reading at Google and
Alphabet headquarters, the move
highlights a growing concern with
whistleblowing around the world and
the ethics of AI. Ethics concerns have
grown as AI systems have become
increasingly widespread inside large
corporations and take on more
decision-making.

Adani Ports’ shares
down 14% in two days
as market fears
Myanmar issue
denting its image
April 16, 2021
The shares of Adani Ports and
Special Economic Zone are down by
nearly 5% on April 13 after S&P
announced that it would be removing

the company from its Dow Jones
Sustainability Indices. The dip comes
after the shares of the company
already fell by nearly 9% on April 12.
In the last two days, Adani Ports has
nosedived by nearly 14% on fears of
slump on global trade — and the
company’s history in Myanmar isn’t
helping. The share price of Adani
Ports is down by 4.9% as of 12:00
pm. This comes after the US-based
S&P announced that they will be
removing the company headed by
Gautam Adani — one of India’s
richest men — from its Dow Jones
Sustainability Indices. This comes
after the stock already fell by nearly
9% on April 12. After a strong show in
recent months — despite the
pandemic playing havoc — the nose
dive of Adani Ports’ shares aren’t just
a factor of the Myanmar controversy.
The market is also in fear of a slump
in international trade as the second
wave of COVID-19 infections is
triggering countries around the world
to be on guard. This led the Sensex to
crash by 1,700 points yesterday.
“Analysis triggered by recent news
events pointing to heightened risks to
the
company
regarding
their
commercial
relationship
with
Myanmar’s military, who are alleged
to have committed serious human
abuses under international law,” said
the announcement. Earlier this
month, the Australian Centre of
International Justice (ACIJ) and
activist group Justice for Myanmar
(JFM) had also called on India’s
National Stock Exchange (NSE) and
the Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) to
take cognizance of the allegations.

Uniper seeks court
ruling over Dutch
coal exit
April 16, 2021
Uniper is seeking a court ruling
on whether plans by the Netherlands
to shut all coal-fired power plants in
the country are legal, the Germanbased utility said on Friday. Under the
Dutch plans, Uniper’s 1.07 gigawatt
(GW) Maasvlakte MPP 3 plant must
close by Jan. 1, 2030, about 15 years
after it was opened. “Uniper has
consistently expressed its concerns
to the ministry and members of
Parliament and the Senate about the
fact that the law is lacking sufficient
compensation,” Uniper said. “In
Uniper’s view, this law is unbalanced
as Uniper cannot execute its
ownership rights, but is also not
compensated.”
The
Dutch
government said in 2018 it would ban
the use of coal in electricity
generation in this decade, shutting all
coal-fired plants by 2030. Economy
minister Bas van ‘t Wout said on
Friday all interests involved had been
carefully weighed in the law, which
gives owners of coal-fired plants the
option of switching to more
sustainable types of fuel before the
end of the decade. Owners also
should have considered the possible
end of coal in the Netherlands, he
wrote in a letter to parliament, as the
need to cut greenhouse gas
emissions has been clear for a long
time. Finland’s Fortum, Uniper’s
majority owner since early 2020, told
Reuters the decision did not mean
the company would oppose ending
coal combustion, but rather fulfills its
duty to shareholders. “It is the
fiduciary duty of the management to
seek to obtain legal certainty on
whether it is justified to leave a plant
that is being prematurely closed
without
compensation,”
Esa
Hyvarinen, head of the office of
Fortum’s CEO, said.
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Adani Ports removed
from Dow Jones
Sustainability Index
April 15, 2021
S&P Dow Jones has announced
that it will remove Adani Ports and
Special Economic Zone (Adani Ports)
from its Sustainability Index in
response to calls for its review from
human rights and environmental
groups. The case for review included
evidence of Adani Ports’ involvement
with the Carmichael thermal coal
project in Australia, its business links
to the Myanmar military and
ecological destruction at some of its
port sites in India. Soon after the
case was presented, a report by the
Australian Centre for International
Justice (ACIJ) and Justice For
Myanmar revealed further evidence
of payments made by Adani Ports to
the Myanmar military owned
company,
which
is
currently
sanctioned by the US and UK
Governments. Executive Director of
the Australian Centre for International
Justice, Ms Rawan Arraf said:

“Adani Ports’ business with a
Myanmar military company is
reflective of its unethical business
also
demonstrated
via
its
contribution to the climate crisis,
through its involvement in the
proposed Adani Carmichael coal
project in Australia.
“Investors everywhere should
seriously consider the risk of
continuing to invest in Adani Ports
because of these unethical business
traits.


“Adani Ports’ business with MEC
- a sanctioned entity in the US and UK
- means investors could be
supporting a company that may be
seen to be providing material support
to a sanctioned entity. This is not a
risk worth taking.”

Justice
For
Myanmar
spokesperson Yadanar Maung says,
“S&P’s decision gives a clear signal
that doing business with the
Myanmar military, which has
murdered more than 700 people
since the February 1 military coup,
cannot
be
whitewashed
as
“sustainable”.

JPMorgan Chase
expands
deforestation policies
under shareholder
pressure

recommendations
are
deemed
reasonable according to SEC
regulations, the company must add
the proposal to the agenda for voting
at their annual shareholders’ meeting.
Green
Century’s
used
this
shareholder proposal strategy to
request that JPMorgan Chase “issue
a public report, within a reasonable
time, outlining if and how it could
improve efforts to reduce negative
impacts and enhance positive
impacts on natural ecosystems and
biodiversity across its banking and
investment portfolios.” In response,
JPMorgan Chase stated its intention
to require all growers or refiners
related to the palm oil sector who are
its clients to confirm that they are
compliant with the principle of “No
Deforestation, No Peatland, No
Exploitation”
(NDPE).
“They’ve
confirmed that they will not do
business with growers or refiners
who do not confirm that they have an
NDPE policy,” Annalisa Tarizzo, a
shareholder advocate at Green
Century Capital Management, told
Mongabay. JPMorgan Chase is also
expanding its current timber policy to
include not only timber projects but
also pulp and paper companies,
requiring each to have “appropriate
supply chain certifications.” They’ve
confirmed that they will not do
business with growers or refiners
who do not confirm that they have an
NDPE policy.

April 15, 2021
Financial giant JPMorgan Chase
has agreed to expand its policies
addressing
deforestation
after
pressure from shareholders, led by
the investment group Green Century
Capital Management. Green Century
strategically invests in companies to
push for change from within. Per SEC
rules, investors who have held more
than $2,000 of a company for at least
one year can submit a short proposal
requesting that the company take a
specific
action.
If
the

We added yet another
Tax Avoidance
Controversial Issue to
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purchase of CO2 allowances to cover
2020 emissions by end-April 2021,
inability to use the new quotas
tendered in the primary CO2 market
for 2021 to cover 2020 demand as
the EU ETS enters its new phase
spanning 2021-2030, and a delay in
the first primary CO2 market auction
to end-January 2021. In addition,
Europe experienced a colder winter in
2020, which increased demand for
electricity and CO2 allowances.
However, some drivers of the high
CO2 prices are more long-term.

the Xklude database
April 14, 2021
We added yet another Tax
Avoidance Controversial Issue to the
Xklude database. The Institute on
Taxation and Economic Policy (US)
has identified at least 55 of the
largest corporations in America that
paid no federal corporate income
taxes in their most recent fiscal year
(2020) - despite enjoying substantial
pretax profits in the United States. 26
of the 55 companies did not pay tax
in 2018, 2019 and 2020 despite profit
in all three years. These 26
companies are now registered under
a new Controversial Issue entitled
“Profitable US Company Paying Zero
Income Tax 2018-2020.” This
Controversial Issue is categorized
within the “Tax Avoidance Category”
and within “ESG Financial Issues”. 15
of the 26 companies are also linked
to the Controversial Issue “Use of
Offshore Tax Havens”.
This
Controversial Issue shows that 73
percent of the Fortune 500, operate
one or more subsidiaries in tax haven
countries. The combination of the
Controversial Issues, "Paying Zero
Income Tax 2018-2020" and "Use of
Offshore Tax Havens", constitutes,
anything but equal, higher risk of
aggressive tax practices in the 15
companies mentioned. Xklude Global
ESG Media Coverage already shows
negative attention Xklude Global ESG
Media Coverage already shows
negative attention to the companies
with a range of article related to this
issue. Investments in companies
linked to issue Xklude.com has
registered investments from the
largest Nordic institutional investors
for at least 4,656,280,300 euros in the
26 companies Paying Zero Income
Tax 2018-2020. Search and view
Search and see which companies and
who has invested in them in the
Xklude database.

Rising CO2 Prices
Increase Pressure on
EU Coal-fired
Generation
April 13, 2021
The EU’s rising CO2 prices since
December 2020 contribute to
transition risks of carbon-intensive
utilities, particularly if they remain
structurally high beyond 2H21,
through greater pressure on margins
and decarbonisation, Fitch Ratings
says. This has no immediate rating
implications for coal-exposed utilities
due to mitigating factors such as
hedging, investments in renewables
and reflection of higher CO2 costs in
wholesale electricity prices in
markets where coal-fired plants
typically set wholesale electricity
prices.
However,
CO2
prices
remaining at or above EUR40 per
tonne from 2021 will ultimately have
a negative impact on generation
margins from coal, in turn forcing
quicker decarbonisation of the
electricity market. For countries
where coal is still important in the
electricity mix, such as Poland,
quicker decarbonisation will increase
systemic risks due to the large size of
the coal-fired assets requiring
replacement. CO2 prices in the EU
rose to EUR38 per tonne in February
2021 (monthly average), from EUR34
in January and EUR31 in December
2020, exceeding the previous high of
EUR30. This was attributed to

A UBS whistleblower,
a meeting at a
boutique and a record
fine
April 13, 2021
UBS Group AG questioned
investigators’ dealings with a
whistleblower
who
provided
documents and evidence about an
event for wealthy clients at the
French Open that helped lead to a
record 4.5 billion-euro ($5.4 billion)
penalty. Bank lawyers argued at the
second day of the appeal Tuesday
that the former event organizer was
improperly
encouraged
by
investigators to provide stolen
documents weeks after their first
secret meeting in front of a Louis
Vuitton shop on the Champs-Elysées.
UBS is challenging the record fine
that followed its 2019 conviction for
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helping French customers use
numbered Swiss accounts and trusts
to hide assets from national tax
authorities. UBS was also found
guilty of covertly dispatching Swiss
bankers across the border to
encourage prospective clients to
move money across the border. At
the hearing Tuesday, UBS France
lawyer Eric Dezeuze suggested
investigators pushed Stéphanie
Gibaud — who was fired in 2012 — to
supply stolen documents from the
bank. Dezeuze said the evidence
should be discarded, given French
investigators’ role in the procurement
of tainted material. Unknown to her
then-employer, in 2011 Gibaud
carried out a surveillance mission of
UBS bankers and clients at the
Roland-Garrostennistournamentand
turned over information to French
investigators. Gibaud said in an email
that UBS never filed a complaint
against her for document theft.
Gibaud sued the government for 3.5
million euros because of her
contribution to the UBS tax case, but
was only awarded 3,000 eurosin
2018. On Tuesday, a lawyer for the
French government, argued the
evidence she obtained is perfectly
admissible. “Is there any proof that
investigators are at the root of
Gibaud’s behavior?

Tanzania: Total SE to
develop proposed
East African Crude
Oil Pipeline

April 13, 2021
The chief executive of French oil
giant, Total SE, yesterday described
as a "momentous occasion in history"
the signing in Kampala of the three
agreements for development of the
proposed East African Crude Oil
Pipeline (EACOP). Mr Patrick
Pouyanne projected that the first
commercial oil production in Uganda
will start 2025, roughly two decades
after commercially viable oil deposits
were discovered in the country. "It is
the beginning of a journey," Mr
Pouyanne, who jetted into the
country yesterday morning for the
signing
ceremony
alongside
President
Museveni
and
his
Tanzanian counterpart Samia Suluhu
Hassan, said. "Expect the first oil
tanker to dock at Tanga port in early
2025," he added. Once developed, the
1,443-kilometre EACOP will transport
Uganda's crude oil from oil fields in
the districts of Nwoya, Buliisa, Hoima
and Kikuube to Chongoleani terminal
in Tanga at the Indian Ocean coast in
Tanzania, where it will be loaded into
tankers en-route to the international
market. The transit tariff per barrel of
crude oil going through the pipeline
was capped at $12.77 (Shs46,327)
owing to the tax concessions offered
by the Tanzanian government. The
pipeline is a medium to take
Uganda's
crude
oil
to
the
international market, wherever prices
are favourable; so, the higher the
tariff/transport costs the lesser
benefits. In addition, there is an
overhead cost of extracting the oil
from the ground. The project is
expected to cost at least $3.8b
(Shs13trillion) pooled through the
EACOP holding company co-owned
by the oil companies--Total E&P and
China National Offshore Oil Company
(Cnooc), and the governments of
Uganda and Tanzania through
national oil companies, Unoc and
TPDC, respectively.

Investor Pushes
Alphabet for
Whistleblowing
Review
April 13, 2021
“Investors for the most part are
familiar with whistleblowing systems
and protections and really prize
whistleblower protections because,
at the end of the day, they do protect
long-term investors like Trillium,” said
Jonas Kron, the firm’s chief advocacy
officer. The Boston-based firm’s
proposal, which was submitted in
December and could be voted on
during
Alphabet’s
shareholder
meeting this year, cited several
examples of alleged retaliation
against workers, saying the incidents
were red flags about potential
internal problems related to culture,
ethics and human rights. Trillium’s
proposal calls for the company to
make
the
report
public.
A
spokeswoman for Alphabet declined
to comment. The company has yet to
set a date for its annual meeting. As
of Dec. 31, Trillium held about 63,078
shares of Alphabet, a position worth
about $141.6 million based on
Monday’s
closing
price,
and
accounted for about 0.02% of Class A
shares, according to FactSet. In the
latest proposal, Trillium cited a 2020
report from the National Labor
Relations Board that alleged Google
surveilled
and
interrogated
employees about protected activities
and may have retaliated against
them. The proposal also made
referencetoTimnitGebru,anartificialintelligence researcher who said she
was fired by Google after she refused
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to retract a research paper and
complained about the company in an
email to colleagues. Google Head of
AI Jeff Dean told staff in an email at
the time that an internal team
determined that Ms. Gebru’s most
recent AI research was insufficiently
rigorous and that she encouraged
colleagues not to participate in
Google’s diversity, equity and
inclusion programs, and that he was
disappointed about that, The Wall
Street Journal previously reported.

pretax income in 2020, according to
their annual financial reports. The
statutory federal tax rate for
corporate profits is 21 percent. The
55 corporations would have paid a
collective total of $8.5 billion for the
year had they paid that rate on their
2020 income. Instead, they received
$3.5 billion in tax rebates. Their total
corporate tax breaks for 2020,
including $8.5 billion in tax avoidance
and $3.5 billion in rebates, comes to
$12 billion. This report is based on
ITEP’s analysis of annual financial
reports filed by the nation’s largest
publicly
traded
U.S.-based
corporations in their most recent
fiscal year. All data presented here
come directly from the income tax
notes of these reports. Some
companies with unusual fiscal years
have not yet filed such reports. Some
publicly traded corporations paid
nothing on profits in their most
recent fiscal year but are not included
in this report because they are not
part of the S&P 500 or Fortune 500.
For decades, the biggest and most
profitable U.S. corporations have
found ways to shelter their profits
from federal income taxation.

55 Corporations Paid
$0 in Federal (US)
Taxes on 2020 Profits

The Danish state and the Royal
Danish Air Force have recently
celebrated the rollout of the first of a
total of 27 F-35A Lightning II fighters
from the company Lockheed Martin.
But the company is not only
controversial because it produces
military weapons and is involved in
the nuclear weapons industry. Also,
the pronounced use of tax havens
and support for the former Trump
administration are part of the
company's dubious exploits, just as
Lockheed Martin is among the 100
most CO2-emitting companies in the
world. Xklude.com has published a
"controversialreport"aboutLockheed
Martin. The report is based on
selected data from Xklude.com. GET
ACCESS TO MORE THAN 2000
COMPANY
CONTROVERSIAL
REPORTS WITH A PREMIUM
SUBSCRIPTION LOCKHEED MARTIN
CORPORATION is involved in eight
fundamental controversial issues,
divided into five different ESG
categories. There is a significant risk
of violation regarding social and
human rights as the company
produces
military
weapons
including equipment that is either
nuclear weapons itself or used in
connection with nuclear weapons.
The company is one of the most
controversial companies in its peer
group.

April 13, 2021
At least 55 of the largest
corporations in America paid no
federal corporate income taxes in
their most recent fiscal year despite
enjoying substantial pretax profits in
the United States. This continues a
decades-long trend of corporate tax
avoidance by the biggest U.S.
corporations, and it appears to be the
product of long-standing tax breaks
preserved or expanded by the 2017
Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA) as well
as the CARES Act tax breaks enacted
in the spring of 2020. The taxavoiding
companies
represent
various industries and collectively
enjoyed almost $40.5 billion in U.S.

Xklude Report:
Denmark's fighter
aircraft supplier is
excluded by most
Nordic investors
April 13, 2021

Berkshire Hathaway
gives activist okay to
phone it in on May 1
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April 11, 2021
Berkshire
Hathaway
(NYSE:BRKa) Inc reversed course on
Friday and told an activist group it
could present a shareholder proposal
remotely for the company's May 1
annual meeting, in line with renewed
guidance from the U.S. securities
regulator. Warren Buffett's insurance
andinvestmentcompanytraditionally
draws thousands to its extravagant
annual meeting in Omaha but, like
many top U.S. corporations during
the coronavirus pandemic, had asked
investors to log in to the meeting
remotely instead of attending in
person. The shift to online has
stymied many activist investor
groups
whose
shareholder
resolutions often animate the
meetings, however. Some have been
muted via the technology or told they
could only present resolutions in
person despite the health risks. That
was the case at Berkshire for As You
Sow of Berkeley, California, which
filed a measure calling for the
company's subsidiaries to report on
diversity and inclusion efforts, and
was told it would have to send a
representative to Los Angeles where
some directors and staff would
gather for the livestreamed webcast.
Asked about the situation on Friday,
Berkshire Chief Financial Officer Marc
Hamburg told Reuters via e-mail: "We
would have preferred that As You
Sow present their proposal at the
location of the shareholders meeting
in Los Angeles. However, we will
provide As You Sow an opportunity to
provide a recording to be played at
the meeting as a means of presenting
their shareholder proposal." As You
Sow welcomed the decision. The
organization is "unwilling to risk other
people’s health, so we are relieved
that the company changed course,"
President Danielle Fugere told
Reuters. When Berkshire Hathaway
contacted the group, it cited new
instructions from the U.S.

U.S. SEC blocks
Amazon effort to stop
shareholder votes on
racial equity audit
April 9, 2021
U.S. securities regulators on
Wednesday
turned
down
an
exemption sought by Amazon.com
Inc (NASDAQ:AMZN) to stop its
investors from considering a
shareholder proposal related to racial
equity at the e-commerce giant. The
decision by the Securities and
Exchange Commission followed an
appeal by Amazon to block the nonbinding proposal from being voted on
at the company's upcoming annual
meeting. The proposal was first filed
by New York State Comptroller
Thomas DiNapoli on behalf of New
York State Common Retirement Fund
in
December,
seeking
to
independently audit the company's
policies and practices on civil rights
and racial discrimination. "An
independent examination of just how
Amazon is addressing racial injustice
in its workplace, in the wages it pays
and in the products it sells, will help
ensure the company is confronting
institutionalized inequality and the
impact on its business," DiNapoli
said. Amazon did not immediately
respond to a request for comment.
Read more www.investing.com

Goldman faces vote
on report of mandato
ry-arbitration impact
April 9, 2021
After Wells Fargo became the
first of the largest U.S. banks to do
away with mandatory arbitration for
sexual-harassment complaints last
year, Goldman Sachs Group is being
urged to take steps in the same
direction. Goldman faces a vote at its
annual meeting later this month on
whether it should publish a report on
how its mandatory-arbitration policy
impacts employees and workplace
culture. The bank is asking
shareholders to vote against the
proposal, filed by the Nathan
Cummings Foundation, while the
prominent shareholder-advisory firm
Glass, Lewis & Co. is recommending
that investors vote in favor. Forcedarbitration policies have come under
scrutiny in the wake of the #MeToo
era as being one of many ways
companies prevent complaints from
coming to light. Facebook, Alphabet’s
Google and Microsoft, have done
away with mandatory arbitration for
sexual-harassment claims in recent
years. Wells Fargo followed last year
after discussions with investors. Still,
the practice remains widespread on
Wall Street. Goldman — which, like
most of its rivals, has only ever been
run by men — is fighting one of Wall
Street’s
biggest
class-action
discrimination cases. The lawsuit
was brought more than a decade ago
by women who say the firm let
managers make biased pay decisions
and denied opportunities. The bank
has tried to send the women into
arbitration, though the plaintiffs said
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earlier this year they expect a trial in
early 2022. Goldman isn’t alone:
Morgan Stanley’s former head of
diversity, Marilyn Booker, sued the
firm last year over “systemic racial
discrimination”
against
African
Americans at the bank, claims that
the firm has said it will fight.

Investors Seek
Greater Climate
Action in 2021 Proxy
Season

science-based targets for reducing
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions,
such as those reached at Domino’s
Pizza, Citigroup, JP Morgan Chase,
Cleveland Cliffs, Albemarle Corp.,
Pentair, Realty Income Corp., and
others. Other agreements ask for
disclosures on how corporate climate
lobbying aligns with the goals of the
Paris Agreement, such as those
reached
following
proposals
withdrawn at CSX, Duke Energy,
Entergy, First Energy Corp, and Valero
coordinated with the Interfaith Center
on Corporate Responsibility. Ceres
has been tracking and analyzing 2021
climate-related
shareholder
resolutions including those resulting
in agreements as annual general
meetings get underway. “Hundreds of
investors including dozens of the
world’s largest pension funds and
asset managers are working towards
a net-zero emissions global economy
by 2050 or sooner,” said Kirsten
Spalding, senior director of the Ceres
Investor Network.

April 7, 2021
Science-based
emissions
reductions plans and Paris-aligned
policy
advocacy
sought
in
shareholder resolutions Investors’
increasing concerns about the
climate crisis are reflected in 136
climate-related
shareholder
resolutions filed so far this year and
in stepped up engagement, as
investors seek to hold companies
accountable for mitigating both the
systemic and business-specific risks
of global warming, according to a
new analysis by the sustainability
nonprofit Ceres. In a year when
hundreds of investors have pledged
to engage with companies on the
work needed to hold global
temperature rise to 1.5 degrees
Celsius, Ceres found engagements
have led to 54 shareholder
resolutions being negotiated and
withdrawn before going to a vote as
companies agreed to take actions
sought. A number of the agreements
focus on plans to set corporate

Nike, Adidas, H&M
Face Boycott In China
Over Comments On
Forced Labour In
Xinjiang

vast number of Muslim Uyghurs,
Xinjiang has come under scrutiny for
allegations of human rights abuse
and forcing Muslim minorities into
work camps. However, the Chinese
government has denied these
allegations and is calling for these
companies to “correct wrong
practices”. According to Global
Times, Gao Feng, a Commerce
Ministry spokesman, said, “The socalled existence of forced labor in the
Xinjiang region is totally fictitious.”
The heat towards foreign brands
began
with
Swedish
fashion
company H&M, when the ruling
party’s Youth League called attention
to the company’s statement from
March 2020, where it had said that it
did not source products from Xinjiang
and was concerned over the reports
of forced labour. Besides H&M, Nike,
and Adidas, brands like GAP, UNIQLO,
Inditex, and New Balance have also
made statements on Xinjiang, which
go as far back as two years ago.
Chinese celebrities, actors, and idols
are now dropping their contracts with
these brands, including Wang Yibo,
Eason Chan, among many others.
Meanwhile, the shares for H&M,
Adidas, and Inditex fell on Thursday
as those of local Chinese companies
such as Anta Sports Products and Li
Ning Co’s surged. Though H&M
released a statement on Wednesday
stating it respected its Chinese
customers, it was nowhere to be
found on Baidu Maps and Chinese ecommerce platforms by the next day.
With the social media heat from
China and the pressure from activists
in the west, it’s unsure what the next
step will be for these brands. Read
more www.mensxp.com

April 7, 2021
Nike and Adidas on Thursday
joined various western brands that
are under fire in Chinese social media
for comments they’ve made on the
Chinese region, Xinjiang. Home to a
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the largest proportion of future
emissions as a portion of total target
emissions under the Paris Climate
Agreement. In particular, the study
showed that if Nestle, in Switzerland,
and Fonterra, in New Zealand,
continue their existing practices each
will make up over 100 percent of their
country's emission targets by 2030.

Study: Meat, dairy
companies lack
strategy to fully
address emissions
April 7, 2021
Out of 35 of the world's largest
meat and dairy companies, only four
committed to net-zero emissions by
2050, according to a study by
researchers from New York University
published this week in the journal
Climate Change. The four were Dairy
Farmers of America in the United
States, Nestle in Switzerland, Danish
Crown in Denmark and Danone in
France. Still, even those four
commitments lack enough force to
fully address the issue, researchers
said. "If you look at the individual
companies, and how they claim to be
working on climate change, their
mitigation efforts focus on carbon
dioxide, which is a small fraction of
their emission across their supply
chains," researcher Sonali McDermid
said in a press release. "They should
be talking about methane, which is
the more potent greenhouse gas,
especially when it comes to cows,"
said McDermid, an associate
professor in NYU's department of
environmental studies. According to
the study, JBS, in Brazil, and Tyson
and Cargill, both in the United States,
are the three companies with the
largest emissions. Companies based
in New Zealand, Denmark and
Switzerland make up the largest
proportion of future emissions as a
portion of total target emissions
under the Paris Climate Agreement.
Companies based in New Zealand,
Denmark and Switzerland make up
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